
THELAB 
“WHERE CHASSIDIM ARE MADE” 

FROM THELAB 

B”H 

Ok so now that we have explained why the lab is called the 

lab a new question has comes up. Why is the  chemical im-

balance called the chemical imbalance? So once again first 

we have to understand what is a chemical imbalance. to put 

it very simply its when there are two or more types of sub-

stances that cannot work together and it causes some sort of 

reaction? As lubavicher chassidim we have this concept im-

bedded within us but with a twist which is that ideally you 

wouldn't think that they can work together but because of 

our extra kochos as chassisim they do. We have so much!!! 

We have nigleh we have chassidus we have mivtzoim so 

many things that others really cant understand how we man-

age to balance it all? The answer is based off this past weeks 

color war… through being connected to a Rebbe which is not 

bound by any boundaries we then have that power to accom-

plish it all!!! And of course the reaction? outcome still exists-

when  above mentioned substances  are mixed together it 

creates chassidim (thelab where chassidim are made) 

In short after writing this article I think next week we are go-

ing to call the newsletter the CHEMICAL BALANCE!!! 



 

RIDDLE: 

What is always in 
front of you but cant 

be seen? 

 

GUESS THE STAFF: 

Who has the longest 
beard?  

Who was in the most yeshi-
vas?  

Who drinks the most diet 
coke? 

Who has the most mis-
matched socks? 

Who lives the farthest from 
camp? 

Who can type the fastest? 

Who is the best at sports? 

Who will be a shirt in next 
year color war? 

  The real camp news 

 

• We had Pajama day 

• Not!!!! But still wtill where is sruli brooks pjamas? 

• Ok so really it was Color war!!!!!!! 

• The skits were very funny 

• The play were amazing 

• G-D bless America 

• Dovid brook had a laughing attack or maybe he was 

crying still not sure 

• We wont get into Banon right now 

• Gedalia hertz was very busy 

• So were the yellow shirts 

• You know who else was busy? Ernie! Ernie was very 

busy!!!! 

• Prepare for landing 

• We want moshiach now 

• We definitely had Rabbi G. 

• There was a massive bonfire 

• Tzemach (from) Walkerville took care of it 

• Bmd made a play 

• Yikes! 

• Our play was still better 

• We are right now in middle of the last shabbos here 

in camp 

• So get involved!!!! 

• Good bye gan yisroel 



The yellow shirts 

Who are the yellow shirts? Where do they come from? Why are 
they here? All great questions. The yellow shirts are all part of a 
secret organization called NEKUDAH inc. 

we have yet to discover where they come from. To be fully hon-
est we don’t really know what they do. All we know is that they 
are dispatched to camps around the globe with the sole purpose 
of joining the long awaited anticipated color war. What do they 
do once they arrive in their assigned camp? Well somehow they 
have a secret talent only learned through years of concentration 
and meditation the talent of both doing everything and nothing 
at the same time. Which of course is a crucial part of color war 
necessary to its very existence. How does one join? Where is 
there base? Who is their leader? This is the mystery of the yel-
low shirts brought to you by NEKUDAH inc.  

 

 

Pajama day (clap clap clap clap clap)!!!! O yikes sruli looks upset….wait what did all the staff just 

scream?? COLOR WAR!!!! O yeah lets go, I love color war!  “Boom! Boom! Fire!” “We Got This!”  so 

I’m going to just skip to the plays because I know that all everyone want to hear me speak about. 

Play  1. did that man just jump off the roof? Why is he hugging a flag? O he died. God bless America. 

Pretty good! Play 2. fake crying. A man chokes. (yikes) very very long court case. More fake crying. O 

good they have the wrong guy he's going to be saved!!!..... AHHHHHHH!!!!!!!! Did that really just 

happen? Pilots, protesters, lag baomer wow!!! The room is absolutely gorgeous.  The chayus in the 

room is beyond words. Here we go judgement night!!!! Wow it pushet felt like a real courtroom (not 

that I've ever been to one but if I had that’s probably what it would look like). Ok I still cannot un-

derstand why the staff need to get all wet to announce the winners (not complaining just saying) . 

BMD play, ok not bad , pretty good actually. Anyway as I am about to enter the last shabbos here in 

camp (for this  year at least) I just want to say thank you to all the staff here for truly giving me the 

best summer of my life. 

A CAMPER SPEAKS 



PICTURES TO REMEMBER 


